
It is already common practice to ship 

sensitive, high-value products, such as 

pharmaceuticals and delicate electronic 

components, with sensors that monitor 

temperature, package orientation, shock, 

and vibration. The latest variants of 

these sensors, such as those developed 

by Roambee, Blulog, Kizy and others 

incorporate sensors that offer a growing 

host of data points that allow continuous 

data transmission during the progress of 

a shipment.

A shipment digital twin would act as 

a repository for the data collected by 

these sensors. Digital twin technologies 

could also allow this data to be used in 

new ways. A model that includes the 

thermal insulation and shock-absorbing 

characteristics of the packaging, for 

example, could allow conditions inside 

the product be extrapolated from data 

collected by external sensors.

3.3 DIGITAL TWINS 
OF WAREHOUSES 
AND DISTRIBUTION 
CENTERS
Digital twins could have a significant 

impact on the design, operation, and 

optimization of logistics infrastructure 

such as warehouses, distribution centers, 

and cross-dock facilities. These digital 

twins could combine a 3D model of the 

facility itself with IoT data collected in 

connected warehouse platforms (figure 

21), as well as inventory and operational 

data including the size, quantity, location, 

and demand characteristics of every item.

Warehouse digital twins can support 

the design and layout of new facilities, 

allowing companies to optimize space 

utilization and simulate the movement 

of products, personnel, and material 

handling equipment.

During warehouse operations, the digital 

twin can be constantly updated with data 

harvested from the various automation 

technologies that are becoming more 

prevalent in warehouses. These include 

drone-based stock counting systems, 

automated guided vehicles, goods-to-

person picking systems, and automated 

storage and retrieval equipment. 

Digital twins will also allow further 

optimization of the performance of 

these automation systems, for example 

by using sensor data, simulation, and 

monitoring technologies to reduce energy 

consumption while maintaining requisite 

throughput levels. 

Comprehensive 3D facility data can also 

be used to enhance the productivity of 

warehouse personnel. Companies can 

deploy virtual-reality training tools, for 

example, or augmented-reality picking 

systems using wearable devices such 

as Google Glass Enterprise Edition or 

Microsoft HoloLens – tools that are 

already being utilized today by DHL 

Supply Chain.

Figure 21 Figure 22

Figure 21: DHL uses heat maps based on internet of 

things technology to optimize operational efficiency 

and lay the foundations for safer working practices in 

warehouses. Source: DHL

Figure 22: Augmented and virtual reality glasses used 

for vision picking provide a valuable data stream to 

leverage in warehouse digital twins. Source: DHL
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Digital twins in logistics In logistics, the ultimate  
digital twin would be a model of an 
entire supply chain network

Airport

Container

Vessel

Train

Warehouse

Shipment

Delivery Van

Truck

Port

Figure 23: A visionary example of the 

elements involved in a  digital twin of an 

entire supply chain network. Source: DHL
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Perhaps the most compelling argument 

for using digital twins in warehouses and 

similar facilities is their contribution to 

continuous performance improvement. 

Comprehensive data on the movement 

of inventory, equipment, and personnel 

can aid the identification and elimination 

of waste in warehouse operations, 

from congestion in busy aisles to 

low productivity or picking errors by 

personnel. Before making changes on 

the ground, simulation using digital 

twins can enable facility managers to 

test and evaluate the potential impact of 

layout changes or the introduction of new 

equipment and new processes.

In environments such as e-commerce 

fulfillment that must accommodate 

rapid changes to volumes and inventory 

mix, digital twins can also support 

dynamic optimization of operations. 

Stock locations, staffing levels, and 

the allocation of equipment can be 

continually adjusted to match current or 

forecasted demand.

3.4 DIGITAL TWINS 
OF LOGISTICS 
INFRASTRUCTURE
Warehouses and distribution centers 

make up just a fraction of all logistics 

infrastructure. The flow of goods from 

source destination depends on the 

orchestration of multiple elements 

including ships, trucks and aircraft, order 

and information systems, and, above all, 

people. 

This complex, multi-stakeholder 

environment can be seen most clearly at 

major global logistics hubs such as cargo 

airports and container ports. At these 

facilities today, the challenge of efficient 

operation is exacerbated by imperfect 

systems for information exchange, with 

many participants reliant on offline 

processes that can be subject to errors 

and delays.

A project is now underway in Singapore to 

use digital twin technologies to address 

these problems. The Singapore Port 

Authority is working with a consortium 

of partners, including the National 

University of Singapore, to develop a 

digital twin of the country’s new mega-

hub for container shipping.

The university’s Professor Lee Hoo 

Hay shown in figure 25 is leading 

the initiative’s technical and research 

development. He says that digital twin 

technology is finally becoming a reality 

thanks to a confluence of technology 

advancements. “Simulation-based 

optimization, industry 4.0, and the 

internet of things have been around for 

some time now. However it has really 

been the boom of artificial intelligence 

and its predictive capabilities that have 

given digital twins a big push in creating 

new value. In the past, creating spatial 

models digitally was exciting, but failed to 

be more than a way to visualize an object 

statically. Today, all the data we have 

from sensors, historical performance, 

and inputs about behavior lends itself to 

being linked to the spatial model and to 

predicting future behavior by changing 

different inputs. Effectively the data and 

prediction capabilities make the spatial 

model come alive.”

Figure 24

Figure 24: The already advanced Singapore port is 

about to get a major upgrade with digital twins. Source: 

CraneMarket
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The digital twin approach is already 

delivering benefits during the design 

phase of the Singapore project. The 

consortium is using its digital models 

to expedite the generation of potential 

layouts, and it is using simulation systems 

to evaluate different operating scenarios. 

Eventually, the Port Authority hopes 

that the digital twin will help it optimize 

management of the new facility. Using 

simulation, for example, it will be able to 

choose the optimum berthing location 

for a vessel of any given size, taking into 

account the assets, space, and personnel 

required for loading and unloading 

operations, and the need to share those 

resources between multiple vessels at 

any one time.

While Singapore has a bold vision for 

the application of digital twins in large-

scale logistics infrastructure, the ultimate 

success of any such initiative depends on 

the willingness – and technical ability – of 

all the stakeholders involved. A ‘living’ 

digital twin of a port or airport will require 

every organization using the facility to 

operate and maintain a digital twin of its 

own assets and personnel, and to share 

relevant data in real time with other 

users.

3.5 DIGITAL TWINS OF 
GLOBAL LOGISTICS 
NETWORKS
In logistics, the ultimate digital twin 

would be a model of an entire network 

including not just logistics assets but also 

oceans, railway lines, highways, streets, 

and customer homes and workplaces. 

The idea of such an all-encompassing 

twin even like the one depicted earlier in 

this chapter is largely an aspiration for 

the logistics industry for now. However, 

it is important to envisage where the full 

realization of logistics digital twins may 

lead. 

Geographic information system (GIS) 

technology is progressing extremely 

rapidly today, enabled by advances in 

satellite and aerial photography, and by 

on-the-ground digital mapping efforts. 

Demand for detailed geographical data 

has been driven by many user groups 

including governments, utility companies, 

and navigation system providers. Most 

recently, the development of autonomous 

vehicle technologies has accelerated 

efforts to produce extremely detailed 

data of the globe. Self-driving cars 

and trucks are already being trialed on 

public roads, with 11 major carmakers 

announcing plans to launch vehicles with 

autonomous capabilities over the next 

decade.

Autonomous vehicles will transform the 

availability of geographical data in two 

ways. They will require extremely detailed 

maps to operate, and they will also 

perform mapping functions themselves, 

collecting data from on-board cameras 

and from radio or light-based detection 

and ranging systems (radar and lidar 

methods) and then sharing that data 

wirelessly to continually update and 

improve map databases.

Modern GIS systems are much more 

than static digital maps. They can 

also incorporate dynamic data such 

as information on traffic speeds and 

densities, road closures, and parking 

restrictions due to accidents and repair 

works. They can even integrate the 

real-time location of specific people and 

vehicles. Logistics providers already 

make extensive use of GIS data, using it 

to plan delivery routes, for example, and 

predict arrival times based on weather 

conditions, congestion, and known delays 

at ports, airports, and border crossings. 

Digital twins of networks will also help 

providers to optimize their conventional 

logistics networks, for example by 

using rich data on customer locations, 

demand patterns, and travel times to plan 

distribution routes and inventory storage 

locations.

Clearly these aspirations will not be 

easy to fulfill and likely are still years 

away from full implementation. Most of 

today’s digital twins are far less ambitious 

in scope but nevertheless present 

their users with challenges in terms of 

computing resource, data quality, precise 

representation, and governance. Here 

it is also important to mention that the 

heterogeneous and fragmented nature of 

the logistics industry will make it a highly 

adverse environment for digital twins to 

thrive.  It is not yet clear whether those 

problems can be adequately addressed to 

enable the application of digital twins at 

truly global scale.

Figure 25

Figure 25: A digital twin to test the upcoming Tuas 

mega port design. Source: The Straights Times
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 Chapter 4

  Logistics Implications of Implementing  
Digital Twins

Digital twin technologies have the potential to transform 
almost every industry, with engineering, manufacturing, 
energy, and automotive leading the charge. As digital twins 
enter widespread use, their impact will be felt at every stage 
in the value chain. Detailed, real-time data on product use 
patterns and operating conditions will help manufacturers 
refine and improve their designs. Manufacturing 
processes will be faster and more flexible. Data on product 
performance will enable a more proactive approach to 
maintenance and support, allowing companies to offer their 
customers new types of service, or to intervene earlier to 
prevent failures and reduce downtime.
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To realize these benefits, however, 

companies must be able to translate 

digital insights coming from upstream 

into physical actions downstream. That 

will require significant changes to supply 

chains, and to the logistics systems that 

manage the flow of materials, parts, and 

products through those chains. 

4.1 INBOUND TO 
MANUFACTURING
Faster, more flexible manufacturing 

operations will place new demands on 

inbound material flows. Digital twins will 

enable more products to be configured 

and customized to match the specific 

requirements of individual customers, 

for example, but fulfilling that demand 

will increase complexity, with a greater 

number of component variants and more 

parts that must be managed in a batch 

size of one.

Companies will need to find ways 

to handle that complexity without 

compromising lead times, reducing 

transport efficiencies, or building high, 

costly inventories.  That will require 

care in the choice of supplier locations, 

along with new approaches to transport 

and freight management. By pooling 

transport across multiple suppliers, 

for example, companies may be able 

to increase utilization even when they 

require frequent deliveries and small 

order quantities.

Closer collaboration with suppliers 

will also be important. Manufacturers 

can facilitate this by sharing demand 

forecasts – derived in part from digital 

twin data – earlier, and by working 

closely with suppliers to understand 

the capabilities and limitations of 

their production processes. Suppliers, 

meanwhile, can use approaches such 

as vendor-managed inventory (VMI) to 

provide additional flexibility and value to 

their customers.

Figure 26: Digital twins will drive greater configuration and customization, and this will require more flexibility and 

better quality control for fulfilling orders. Source: DHL

Figure 26
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DHL EXPERT VIEWPOINT
Klaus Dohrmann 

Vice President 

Sector Development Engineering, Manufacturing & Energy  

DHL Customer Solutions & Innovation

Digital twins are already changing the way our customers do business. In sectors such as aerospace, manufacturing, 
and industrial products, digital twins are becoming a central element of the engineering and in-field support 
activities of many organizations. We are now seeing the impact of these new approaches on the supply chain 
strategies and service requirements of those companies.

The real impact is yet to come, however. In the near future, 

we expect the use of digital twins to grow exponentially, 

from individual applications to eco-systems, connecting 

assets in operations and entire supply chains from end to 

end. That will unlock a multitude of opportunities across all 

industry sectors: increasing productivity, reducing waste, 

enabling new business models and, most importantly, 

delivering a new level of customer experience.

There will be a significant supply chain and logistics 

management component to many of these opportunities. 

Organizations will need their supply chains to translate 

upstream digital insights into physical benefits for their 

customers downstream. Logistics service providers will 

have a crucial role to play in this part of the digital twin 

revolution. Quite literally, it will be up to logistics 

professionals to deliver the full value of digital twins.

Given the complexity of the assets involved and the speed 

of response required, the support of digital twin-enabled 

assets will require the use of advanced logistics concepts 

such as control towers, 4PL providers, and lead logistics 

partners. Where digital twins enable predictive 

maintenance and support capabilities, for example, 

companies will need sophisticated service logistics 

solutions to deliver that support on the ground.

In every case, close collaboration between all players in the 

value chain will be essential to capture the full potential of 

digital twins. This will include the early involvement of 

logistics specialists in the development and 

implementation of digital twin concepts. Our own sector 

stands to benefit, too. Digital twins of supply chain assets 

– from containers and warehouses to trucks, ships, and 

aircraft – will increase the efficiency, flexibility, and 

responsiveness of logistics operations.

4.2 IN-PLANT 
LOGISTICS
The demands of digital twin-enabled 

manufacturing will also place new 

requirements on in-plant material flows. 

Companies may have to adapt their 

processes for just-in-time delivery to 

lineside and their kanban replenishment 

strategies to accommodate shorter lead 

times and higher product complexity. 

They will also need to handle material and 

component-related data with more rigor, 

to ensure that the digital twins of the 

products they build are associated with 

the correct component serial numbers or 

batch codes, for example.

In some cases, adapting manufacturing 

operations to accommodate the 

requirements of digital twin-driven 

products and business models will 

require new approaches to the design 

of workstations and plant layouts. 

Companies may want to switch from 

batch processing to single piece flow, 

for example, or adapt material storage 

and handling systems to cope with 

more complex and variable material 

requirements. Digital twin technologies 

could help companies to manage this 

additional complexity, by integrating with 

advanced storage and handling systems, 

or through the use of AR technologies to 

help staff locate and pick parts rapidly.

Figure 27

Figure 27: Digital twins will help optimize in-plant 

material flows. Source: DHL
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Figure 28: Companies will need sophisticated logistics 

solutions to deliver support on the ground. Source: DHL

Figure 29: Visibility of assets, materials, and shipments 

will further improve with digital twins. Source: DHL

Figure 28 Figure 29
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4.3 AFTERMARKET 
LOGISTICS
Digital twins have the potential to 

redefine the relationship between 

product manufacturers and their 

customers. With a digital twin, an OEM or 

a third-party service partner can monitor 

a product anywhere in the world. They 

can use that capability to offer a range of 

value-adding services to their customers, 

from remote support to predictive 

maintenance.

These new types of service will be highly 

dependent on the effectiveness of the 

provider’s aftermarket supply chain, 

however. Early warning that a part is likely 

to fail is only useful if a replacement is 

available for installation at a convenient 

time. The supply and distribution of spare 

parts will become an increasingly critical 

element of the operating model for many 

companies.

To build and operate high-performing 

aftermarket logistics and support 

capabilities, companies will need 

to understand exactly where their 

customers are, which products they 

are using and how they operate those 

products. They will need to continually 

review the positioning and distribution 

of spare parts inventory to guarantee 

lead times that match their promises to 

customers.

Companies will also need to link parts 

distribution tightly with other elements 

of their aftermarket and field service 

operations. They may need to match 

component delivery windows with the 

arrival of service technicians at customer 

sites, for example, or make greater use of 

their dealers and distributor networks to 

provide after-sales services.

Aftermarket supply chains will also 

need to manage products at the end of 

their operating life, whether that is worn 

and broken parts removed in service 

operations or complete products that 

are no longer needed by their original 

users. Digital twins can help companies 

maximize the potential value of end-

of-life equipment by helping them to 

identify the exact type and content of 

equipment. Capturing that value may call 

for more sophisticated reverse logistics 

processes, integrated with appropriate 

remanufacturing, recycling, and waste 

management systems.

4.4 ORCHESTRATING 
THE SUPPLY CHAIN 

By offering a more complete view of 

the performance of products across 

their lifecycle, digital twins will allow 

companies to take a more holistic, end-

to-end approach to the management of 

those products. Maximizing the through-

life value of products and associated 

services will require a similarly holistic 

approach to supply chains.

In particular, companies will need to 

find smarter ways to balance inventory 

costs, availability, and lead times across 

their networks. That will increase the 

importance of full supply chain visibility 

so they understand the location and 

availability of parts and materials in their 

own inventories and those of suppliers, 

sales channels, and distribution partners.  

Optimum supply chain set up will also be 

critical, with supplier and manufacturing 

footprints, logistics lanes, and stock 

locations configured to support high 

service levels and ensure companies can 

meet the availability and response time 

promises they make to their customers.

Finally, supply chains will need to be 

resilient, with the ability to maintain 

service levels in the face of disruption, 

recover quickly from major events and 

respond effectively to changes in demand.

Figure 30

Figure 30: Digital twin-enabled industrial equipment 

will accelerate service logistics needs. Source: DHL
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Figure 31

Figure 31: Complete visibility of the performance 

of industrial products will drive new approaches to 

managing these complex assets. Source: DHL 
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 Chapter 5

  Conclusion & Outlook

Digital twins are today coming of age. Fueled by the 
confluence of progress in the internet of things, big data, 
cloud computing, open APIs, artificial intelligence, and virtual 
reality, once-static digital models and simulations can now 
truly come alive in real time to help predict future situations, 
the state of physical things, and even the world around us.
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Though challenges and limitations 

remain in computing resources, precise 

representation, total cost, data quality, 

governance, and organizational culture, 

industries are evolving to overcome these 

obstacles. The benefits with digital twins 

will be improved outcomes and powerful 

new business models. 

Today, the engineering, manufacturing, 

energy, and automotive industries are 

leading the way in leveraging digital twins 

to manage their most critical assets, 

followed by  healthcare, the public sector, 

and even consumer retail. As the requisite 

technologies continue to become more 

readily accessible, the logistics sector 

is only just now beginning its digital 

twin journey and early examples of the 

first supply chain facilities and logisitics 

hubs developed using digital twins are 

beginning to emerge. 

Perhaps more important for logistics 

professionals to consider in the near 

term is not how to leverage digital twins 

for direct orchestration of supply chain 

operations, assets, and facilities but 

rather how to evolve the supply chain. 

In what ways must supply chains evolve 

in organizations when digital twins 

become a core part of product, asset, and 

infrastructure operation? 

As digital twins provide greater insight 

into and visibility of the current and 

future state of a ‘thing’ – from a material 

surface to a critical infrastructure – more 

proactive decisions can be made about 

managing the thing when deployed in the 

field. For digital twins and their physical 

counterparts to work together optimally, 

there is an accelerating need for logistics 

professionals to improve responsiveness, 

service quality, availability, and delivery 

accuracy to ensure the thing performs in 

optimal harmony with its intended design 

and performance. 

Taking what has been provided in this 

report, how will you leverage digital 

twins in your organization? How do you 

see your supply chain evolving with 

the arrival of digital twins? At DHL we 

believe logistics digital twins are in their 

infancy and, as such, now is the time to 

explore and discover what challenges 

and opportunities might lay ahead when 

embracing digital twins. We look forward 

to hearing from you and welcome 

collaboration with your organization on 

the topic of digital twins.
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Figure 1: DHL (2019) 
The evolution of digital twins.

Figure 2: GE (2017) 
GE has created a digital twin of the Boeing 

777 engine specifically for engine blade 

maintenance. https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=2dCz3oL2rTw

Figure 3: DHL (2019) 
Characteristics of a digital twin. 

Figure 4: DHL (2019) 
Technologies behind digital twins. 

Figure 5: Harvard Business Review (2015) 
GE’s digital wind farm project leverages digital 

twin technology to make predictions on power 

output. https://hbr.org/resources/images/article_

assets/2015/07/GE-image-6.2.jpg

Figure 6: Forbes (2018) 
Digital twins enable faster design iterations and 

rapid prototyping before going into production. 

https://blogs.3ds.com/perspectives/forbes-

manufacturing-digital-twin/

Figure 7: Siemens (2019) 
Siemens is applying digital twin technology to 

optimize processes within its production lines. 

https://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/

media/global/en/Industrial-Machinery-Digital-

Twin-Image_1600x900_tcm27-55683.jpg

Figure 8: AnyLogic (2017) 
A digital twin of the Iveco manufacturing line 

helps drive better automated welding capabilities. 

https://www.anylogic.com/digital-twin-of-

a-manufacturing-line-helping-maintenance-

decision-making/

Figure 9: Spirit Aerosystems YouTube (2016) 
Simulating composite material performance is 

critical to ensure airworthiness. https://www.

youtube.com/watch?v=oSRiovAiQkA

Figure 10: Math2Market (2018) 
Material digital twins allow in-depth simulation of 

material properties. https://www.math2market.

com/Showroom/structures.php

Figure 11: MRO Network (2017) 
Digital twins accelerate the quality of MRO 

services. https://www.mro-network.com/sites/

mro-network.com/files/styles/article_featured_

standard/public/Trent-XWB-97-Rolls-Royce.

jpg?itok=0u8LXeGO

Figure 12: Philips (2018) 
Digital twin of a CT scanner. https://www.philips.

com/a-w/about/news/archive/blogs/innovation-

matters/20180830-the-rise-of-the-digital-twin-

how-healthcare-can-benefit.html

Figure 13: Siemens Healthineers (2018) 
Using digital twins to replicate human physiology 

allow us to understand and test the best potential 

therapy conditions. https://www.siemens-

healthineers.com/press-room/press-videos/im-

20181204001shs.html

Figure 14: Place North West (2017) 
Alstom leverages digital twins to optimize 

maintenance regimes and capacity in the UK. 

https://www.placenorthwest.co.uk/news/

alstoms-widnes-train-factory-enters-service-

with-paint-job/

Figure 15: Siemens (2018) 
Data sources enabling electrical grid digital twins. 

https://new.siemens.com/global/en/products/

energy/energy-automation-and-smart-grid/

electrical-digital-twin.html

Figure 16: SmartCitiesWorld (2018) 
A digital twin provides a rich single-pane-

of-glass view of an urban project. https://

d2mpqlmtgl1znu.cloudfront.net/AcuCustom/

Sitename/DAM/016/Cityzenith_Amaravati1_

PR.jpg

Figure 17: Siemens (2017) 
A visualization of the digital twin technology 

leveraged in the Ivar Aasen project. https://static.

upstreamonline.com/incoming/article1390297.

ece5/ALTERNATES/LANDSCAPE_600/

d66221a627d48c07a2d99bb9babae644

Figure 18: World Oil (2019) 
Shell will develop digital twins of existing oil 

platforms to manage these platforms more 

effectively. https://www.worldoil.com/

media/9378/shell-ursa.jpg

Figure 19: SES (2018) 
Electronic store labels act as critical sensors to 

feed the digital twins of retail spaces. https://

studiobruch.com/en/ses-imagotag/

Figure 20: Finnair (2019) 

Digital twins of sensitive shipments will bring 

next-level visibility to the item and its packaging 

during transit. https://cargo.finnair.com/en/cargo-

news/internet-of-things-logistics-kari-saarikoski

Figure 21: DHL (2017) 

DHL uses heat maps based on internet of things 

technology to optimize operational efficiency and 

lay the foundations for safer working practices 

in warehouses. https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=ufmh0vrr3Fw

Figure 22: DHL (2019) 

Augmented and virtual reality glasses used for 

vision picking provide a valuable data stream 

to leverage in warehouse digital twins. https://

www.dpdhl.com/en/media-relations/press-

releases/2019/dhl-supply-chain-deploys-latest-

version-of-smart-glasses-worldwide.html

Figure 23: DHL (2019) 

A visionary example of the elements involved in a 

digital twin of an entire supply chain network.

Figure 24: CraneMarket 
The already advanced Singapore port is about 

to get a major upgrade with digital twins. 

https://cranemarket.com/blog/the-worlds-

transshipment-hub-automates-crane-operation/

Figure 25: The Straits Times (2018) 

A digital twin to test the upcoming Tuas mega port 

design. https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/

transport/digital-twin-to-test-upcoming-tuas-

mega-ports-design

Figure 26: DHL (2019) 

Digital twins will drive greater configuration and 

customization, and this will require more flexibility 

and better quality control for fulfilling orders.

Figure 27: DHL (2019) 

Digital twins will help optimize in-plant material 

flows.

Figure 28: DHL (2019) 

Companies will need sophisticated logistics 

solutions to deliver support on the ground. 

Figure 29: DHL (2019) 

Visibility of assets, materials, and shipments will 

further improve with digital twins.

Figure 30: DHL (2019) 

Digital twin-enabled industrial equipment will 

accelerate service logistics needs.

Figure 31: DHL 
Complete visibility of the performance of 

industrial products will drive new approaches to 

managing these complex assets.
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